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Congratulations! If you’re here, it’s because you want to take 
initiative and try to make the world a better place. For this, I 

congratulate you. Lucky for you, I’ve made your first step a lot 
easier.  

I have laid out everything you need to get your new sustainable 
lifestyle started. Here you’ll find checklists, resources, and 
things to remember.  I encourage you to use this easy to read, 

easy to use, guide, religiously. This is your one stop shop to 
becoming a conscious consumer. It’s for those who don’t know 

how to instinctively shop with ethical values. It’s for those 
who want to be a conscious consumer but just don’t know 

how. 



I was like you once, stuck in my habits of constantly searching for the best deal, the closest and 
cheapest copy of that top or those pants worn by all the famous fashion bloggers, models, and 

actresses.. What I didn't realize before I started my journey towards conscious consumerism, was 
that these idols of mine were given a lot of clothes for free. They were told to look through a 

selection of next season's fashions or were gifted these items in order to be advertised to the 
rest of us. Most retailers know that a lot of young people can’t afford a lot of these styles, so fast 
fashion companies prey on poor, naive, victims, like myself, to force me to stay on trend and try 

to replicate what these women look like. However, I felt like once I made my purchase of one 
item, I had already been craving the next in the two weeks it took me to receive the last one! 

Stuck in this vicious cycle, I grew tired of feeling like I was never good enough to have in my 
possession the same clothes as these "style icons." What I failed to recognize was that I was like 
many other girls out there, looking to find the next jumpsuit that braids at the top so my boobs 

look bigger. However, most importantly, I really failed to recognize the physical, mental, and 
emotional damage constant consumerism has caused me. Not to mention, I didn't even 

consider the people slaving away to make the very thing I sometimes find myself loathing. So I 
have started my journey to making purchases that I am ultimately the most satisfied with 

because I want to buy it and not because someone else persuaded me to. So if you're like me, 
stuck, angry, and still completely over what the fashion industry is doing to our planet and its 

inhabitants, then use this guide, and use it well. Take back your purchasing power!  

Preface



1. The Fast Fashion 
Checklist (Avoid If)



2. Fast Fashion 
Stores to Avoid



Here is the definition of sustainability as defined by Merriam Webster: 

1. Able to be used without being completely used up or destroyed 
2. Involving methods that do not completely use up or destroy 

natural resources 
3. Able to last or continue for a long time 

Take into consideration the second definition of sustainability. you may 
not know that many (if not most) industries are completely unsustainable 

by this definition, They lack the moral and ethical integrity that 
sustainable and ethical companies have. This is why it is so important to 

understand what makes clothing products sustainable, ethical, and thus, 
consumable.   

Here is an easy to use list of what makes something sustainable: 

3. What  is 
Sustainable Fashion?



Sustainable/Ethical Fashion Guide



Let’s stop for a 
second. 

This isn't to scare you or condemn you for purchasing clothing that is 
affordable, stylish, or even valuable. Most of what we purchase is 

somewhat of a necessity and I firmly believe that clothing is an absolute 
necessity! I'm a fashion blogger, I know this is part of the world we live in 
today, and I love clothing as much as the next fashionista who still reps 

Topshop. However, the difference between me and them is that I care about 
the message fast fashion sends to the rest of the world. I don't believe in 
compromising my ethical principles for fashion, but I also don't believe in 
compromising my fashion sense just because I believe in human rights and 
saving the planet. To me, the concept of conscious consumerism and slow 

fashion is the intention behind the purchase, distinguishing necessity from 
frivolousness. It seems hypocritical, but I always ask myself these 

questions before I purchase anything, to ensure that my purchase aligns 
with my moral principles as well as my fashion sense.  



Ethical Shopping Process



4. Why 
transition? 

With all of this new information, one might ask why is this 
worth the trouble? Malls and shopping retailers make it so 

much easier to access clothes and at a really affordable 
price. But that’s the problem. If you want the problem to stop, 

stop supporting the problem. Easy, right? But with all this 
new information, there should be less of an incentive to 

shop with these unethical companies, and if that isn’t 
enough, consider this: 



 

1. The Chinese textile industry creates about 3 billion tons of soot 
each year. (Most of your products are made in china.)  

2. a typical pair of jeans takes 900 gallons of water to make.  
3. It takes just half an acre to grow 1 ton of tercel fiber. Cotton 

takes 5 times that amount.  
4. In north america alone, each person throws away 68 pounds of 

clothing and textiles each year. 
5. cotton requires 1/3 of a pound of pesticides to make one t-shirt.  
6. The fashion industry is the second worst polluting industry in the 

world. 
7. Up to 8,000 different chemicals are used to turn raw materials 

into clothes during the dying and finishing processes. 
8. 17%-20% of industrial water pollution is a result of textile dying. 
9. in 2013, over 1,000 people died, 2,000 people injured, and 800 people 

were orphaned due to the rana plaza factory collapse in 
Bangladesh. A factory used to produce fast fashion clothing.  

10. Fast-fashion is the same as fast-food, it’s cheap, convenient, & 
gross. 

10 Fun facts about the 
fashion industry 



 

Here are some extra outside resources that you can use to help you 
along the way.  Click on the blue links to shop!  

Books 

Thrive by Kamea Chayne  

Magnifeco by Kate Black  

Movies 

True Cost  (also available on Netflix) 

5. Resources

http://www.amazon.com/Thrive-environmentally-conscious-lifestyle-better/dp/0997132027/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1464507644&sr=8-1-fkmr0&keywords=thrive+kamea+chayne
http://www.amazon.com/Magnifeco-Head---Toe-Ethical-Non-toxic/dp/0865717974/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1464507739&sr=8-1&keywords=magnifeco
http://www.amazon.com/True-Cost-Tim-Kasser/dp/B00Y1HD3OI/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1464507806&sr=8-2&keywords=true+cost


If you are convinced and you feel you are ready to take the next step, then 
feel free to head to my blog to shop tons of amazing ethical and 

sustainable shopping brands.  I offer a wide variety of: 
 

Clothing 

Accessories  

beauty 

vintage 

Home  

There, you’ll also find tons of different bloggers who are committed to 
helping you transition your wardrobe from being a little less mean and a 

little more green.  

Find them here  

Shopping guides 
(Links are click through)

http://www.oneofakindsustainability.com/where-to-shop-clothes/
http://www.oneofakindsustainability.com/accessories/
http://www.oneofakindsustainability.com/beauty/
http://www.oneofakindsustainability.com/vintage/
http://www.oneofakindsustainability.com/home-1/
http://www.oneofakindsustainability.com/bloggers/


Yay! 
If you have made it this far, then I believe you’re ready to take your 

next step towards a more sustainable lifestyle.  

The idea is not to get rid of everything of your life that wasn’t 
made sustainably or ethically. The point is to start a new, and 

think about the impact of every purchase you made from here on 
out. 

In the wise words of vivienne westwood, 
“Buy less, choose well, and make it last.” 

Don’t forget to follow me along for more fashion updates!   
 

 

TPIiiii B F

https://www.bloglovin.com/people/oliviashapiro-11692759
https://www.instagram.com/oneofakindsustainability/
https://www.pinterest.com/oneofakindoks/
https://www.facebook.com/oneofakindsustainable/
https://www.facebook.com/oneofakindsustainable/
https://www.bloglovin.com/people/oliviashapiro-11692759
https://twitter.com/OneofaKindOKS
https://www.instagram.com/oneofakindsustainability/
https://twitter.com/OneofaKindOKS
https://www.pinterest.com/oneofakindoks/

